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Coming
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This summer, incoming students
previewed LAS online

W

ith the pandemic prohibiting in-person
learning and campus visits, the college
offered an assortment of creative online
offerings this summer to give newly admitted DePaul
students a taste of the LAS experience.
“This mini-course was nothing short of amazing,”
says Jane Baxter, associate professor and chair of
the Department of Anthropology, who facilitated five
weekly lessons in the Zoom course Critical Perspectives
on Our Current Moment.
The course gave students an opportunity to think about
current events, such as the pandemic and racial equity,
from an interdisciplinary perspective. Twenty-two
incoming students from across the country zoomed in
weekly to delve deeper into everything from The Social
Contract, co-taught by political science and geography
faculty, to Equity and Justice in a Time of Pandemic, cotaught by political science and public health faculty.
“These students are looking for an opportunity to
express themselves in ways that are intellectual as
well as emotional. They’re thinking hard. They are so
cognizant and aware of what is going on in the world,
not just where they are, but beyond themselves. This
course has offered them a chance to really make
connections with other students in other places
with ideas that are coming from new sources. It’s
amazing how they’re so hungry and ready for this
kind of engagement. It’s these experiences that are
so motivating and exciting for us as instructors,” adds
Baxter, a recipient of an LAS Excellence in Teaching
Award.
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At the end of the course, students designed a multimedia
project in which they mapped their journey of learning
over five weeks of the pandemic. The idea was inspired
by CityLab’s call for people to map their quarantine
experiences. Each week, students shared updates to their
maps on Instagram. Final projects were compiled into a
video presentation. View one here.

LAS Resources for a Diverse
Incoming Class
The Center for Black Diaspora and the Center for Latino
Research launched two video meetings this summer
to welcome incoming students from communities of
color interested in majoring in the humanities and social
sciences.
“When you’re a freshman, it’s all very intimidating. That’s
why we wanted to reach out that hand to say, ‘This is a
good place for you. We’re going to be here with support
and resources,’” says faculty co-sponsor Bill Johnson
González, director of the Center for Latino Research and
an associate professor of English.
The sessions put a focus on LAS academic programs
in African and Black Diaspora Studies, Latin American
and Latino Studies, and Global Asian Studies, as well as
resources from the Office of Multicultural Student Success,
the Center for Black Diaspora and the Center for Latino
Research. Incoming students got to meet and hear from
current students and faculty. They also saw inspiring short
videos from alumni who talked about life after DePaul.
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“WHEN YOU’RE A
FRESHMAN, IT’S ALL VERY
INTIMIDATING. THAT’S WHY
WE WANTED TO REACH
OUT THAT HAND TO SAY,
‘THIS IS A GOOD PLACE FOR
YOU. WE’RE GOING TO BE
HERE WITH SUPPORT AND
RESOURCES.’”
–Bill Johnson González

An informative “how to pay for it” session covered
everything from financial aid and scholarship opportunities
to a personal account of overcoming financial struggles.
Breakout sessions gave incoming students a chance to ask
questions and mingle. Prerecorded messages from alumni
and faculty were showcased throughout the programs.

The mapping project of student Zoe Espinosa (class of ’23) for the course Critical Perspectives
on Our Current Moment.

“We hope this welcoming gesture may encourage students
of color to commit to DePaul by introducing them to
important resources such as multicultural student centers
and diverse communities of faculty, staff and students who
can help them thrive and get the most from their DePaul
experience,” says faculty co-sponsor Julie E. MoodyFreeman, director of the Center for Black Diaspora and an
associate professor of African and Black diaspora studies.
A similar program was also created for incoming graduate
students. “Unlike undergraduates, graduate students can
find it difficult to make connections with other students
across disciplines,” says Associate Dean Margaret Storey.
“We wanted to create a way to facilitate those connections
before classes begin, so that graduate students are given
a head start on building the networks that will enrich their
time at DePaul.”

Honors Series
Incoming university Honors students were offered a
series of ten Zoom discussion panels with faculty to
introduce them to the kind of intellectual inquiry that
defines the DePaul Honors Program, according to its
director, Jennifer Conary.
Events covered everything from The 2020 Election, taught
by political science faculty, and Women’s Activism Then and
Now, co-taught by faculty from the Departments of History,
Women’s and Gender Studies, and Latin American and
Latino Studies, to Why I Love Doing Archaeological Field
Work, taught by a history professor who is an archaeologist.
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Mapping project of student George Slad (class of ’24).

Racial Justice in America, the launch event taught by faculty
from the Departments of Religious Studies, English, Critical
Ethnic Studies and Political Science, drew over 100 students.
“What was really inspiring to me is how committed these
students are to wanting to participate and make a change in
society for the better. There is also this keen awareness
among white students about wanting to know how to act in
the most sensitive and effective ways,” says Conary, an
associate professor of English.
The course was so popular and the students had so many
questions that an additional course solely on race and the
criminal justice system was added to the roster.
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